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pdfQ: Why is `gsub` truncating part of
my string? My code is as follows: a =
"only the underline" b = "unicode
\u00a9" match = a.gsub(b, "#{b}") puts
match Expected output: only the
underline Actual output: only the
underline A: Because it's doing it by
character. If the string starts with a
Latin-1 character you will get the full
match, if it starts with a Unicode
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character you will get only the Latin-1
part. If you want it to be all underline,
then you should probably use
gsub("\u009F", "#{b}"). Q: Removing
duplicate values with lists in python I
have a list of integers: x = [3, 5, 3, 5, 6, 6,
5, 6, 2, 6] And a list of tuples: y = [(1, 5),
(1, 6), (1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 1), (4, 6), (5, 3),
(6, 5), (7, 6), (8, 2), (9, 6)] And I want to
get the list of tuples to look like this: z =
[(1, 5), (1, 6), (3, 1), (4, 6), (5, 3), (6, 5),
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(7, 6), (8, 2), (9, 6)] To get the duplicates
I used the following function: def
a_list_to_list(list): ''' This Function will
remove duplicate elements of the list '''
for i,v in enumerate(list): if list[i] ==
list[i+1]: del list[i] else: pass return list
However I get this error: Traceback
(most recent call last): File " 570a42141b
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